Geluumping Barsh
Mahadi Abdoolah

Village leader

said to E. Abraham,

in the community hall.

in the illness caused by family, years of ill, social
suffering, was one caused
before CBR/AC - would do passing

tradition


- would not

take to traditional leader if did not help passing

after tsunami for month 2005

- work

very called for

program, do fault like how

he can be used. Can use for people later

families in one alone. Now almost everyone
can's do yet. If family

failed then a job. Community will give

a job cutting grass.

2.000 10/11/07

Support group meeting - feeling topic is stress
diff topics.
Dr. Lily - head of policeses.
2011: programming and info need there. Support
3 CUMWS - eastern sol district
3 GPF

Enough people let level after training
better: need co-driver, gas, (transport)
CUMWS trained in CUMWS + can
very early: communication
CUMWS - 3, 2-6 from on volunteers.

Community unity - topics + ties
- some had a heart attack, mastectomy
- do activities repeatedly. Can't come
- maybe 40 people
- can live back
- FreeBSD some vegetables

Activities: farming, skilled labor, crafts
tax

Village leader: hard to make a living
to make a good living. Not enough to buy
everything, eating leaves
piles to wear in green shirt - good idea
so get paid 200 RP to cut grass
to help all mother + grandmother, beating 25 by
her mental illness also exacerbated by Indonesian

Weber who took his classes activities, it's hard work. Doesn't like it. He medicates, makes him sleepy, has no spirit. Normally


S. ALIBIAH - 70.

Demented. Does not undertand. Repeatedly

Woman, thin, head cold, frail, thin, long

Weak, can't bear activity, no appetite, calm, calm. Not on medication.
CLINIC - 05/08
4 of 6 hrs 3 of 6
once a week in field daily work.
11:30 because son Peter and one to judge was also provide family.
Common-cause - schizophrenia. 5% of drugs

Describe a typical day.
Favorite story of a patient from Ilford.
What level of communication of go to do.
Village - 4 to 5 patients in village.
Tobacco patient at of depression.
Being? argish. translation.

Biggest problem is jabs don't want to take due
Local (long-lasting) vegetable. daily.
Will try to convince them to start taking.